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Knights of Tartarus captures the oldschool rpg feel so well. The graphics just fit what the game is going for, and there's plenty
of enjoyment to be had. I recommend anyone interested in nostalgia hitting you in the face to check it out. It's that good.. Ok
Gotta say if you are a fan of retro style games this will be in your wheelhouse of press the buy button. Its forward and to the
point, but doesn't hold your hand either. Just like those games back in the day. Very remenicent of Dragon warrior. But one of
the best things is the Dev is constantly checking his bug thread and communicates and tries to get those bugs swatted with
furious vigor.. Its an good game its old school herd if you into that then buy it ^^. This is my first review on Steam, so forgive
me if I have terrible formatting for this review. Overall, the game is fairly good. It still feels relatively incomplete, but I assume
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the dev(s) for this game will continue to add content to make the game better. There are multiple puzzles in this game. Some
have some thought whereas if you think too much, you won't figure it out. The controls are easy, as well as the combat. It's a
simple turn-based system. The story is fairly simple, but there's not much dialogue within the game. However, I enjoyed the
ending, because I try not to guess how things will flow so I can be pleasantly surprised or disappointed. I was pleasantly
surprised with this one. I feel like it's pretty easy to level in this game, but at certain points it feels like you hit a wall, and then
later you continue to level pretty easy, then hit a wall, etc, etc. I would continue writing about the good things, but I will move on
to some of the cons. As a knight, which is the class I played, you don't come stock with spells. Obviously, this is okay. However,
to learn spells in this game a monster has to teach you the skill or spell. When I beat the game I had 3 spells. It almost seems to
heavy on the RNG side to possibly obtain a skill or spell from a monster. There is a crafting system in this game which is cool,
but it feels a little wonky. There's a crafting guide on the forums for this guide, but unless you felt like grinding out multiple
mats, you'd be wasting a lot of resources trying to figure it out yourself, especially if you made an item that wasn't really suited
for your class or what you want in general. You also can't sell gear to get back a little money, which is also fairly rare in this
game. I'm not going to go into crazy detail about everything, but as of right now those are my general thoughts on the game.
Overall, I think it's a pretty good buy if you like the retro type rpg games. The dev is pretty active on fixing bugs and glitches in
the game, and if things need nerfed or buffed then that is fixed as well. If the dev stays active and adds new content to the game
(hopefully) then I feel like the game's potential will eventually be unlocked. So, as of right now I'll give the game a 7.5/10.. Just
purchased and installed on Mac. Clicked play, failed to load with this error: An error occurred while updating Knights of
Tartarus (missing executable): /Users/myfolder/Library/Application Support/Steam/steamapps/common/Knights of
Tartarus/Knights of Tartarus.app Followed the steam support guide: Reinstalled, cleared cache, checked file integrity, ect. No
luck. Navigated to folder and found ./common/Knights of Tartarus/ only contained two files: maccontent.app and version.txt
Clicking on maccontent.app started the game, although the text was off to the side, not within the 'game frame' as shown in
online videos. Renamed maccontent.app to Knights of Tartarus.app and everything seemed to load properly. A little tearing
while walking down large corridors, like the castle. Music nostalgic, controls should be more obviously displayed: arrow keys to
move, X to 'go back', z or space to menu, return to select Could not post review immediately as a Steam notice popped up: You
need to have used this product for at least 5 minutes before posting a review for it (0 minutes on record).. So this game was
going to get a pass but with how early access games are comming out as "finished products" (dont lie to me about this any more,
you know its true) i cant overlook flaws anymore. This game dose start out pritty charming and the monster fights are pritty neat
and varied, but after a while the RNG battles start wearing reeeally hard on the patience, mainly around the pirate ship level,
where i feel every 5 steps you get another encounter, INCLUDING while your TRYING TO SOLVE PUZZLES. This is VERY
irritating. I also know this is early access, but sometimes i feel some parts glitch out, making me worry that progression might be
impossible in some areas, havent had that happen yet, but it dose feel a constant worry. (Though havent had that yet) BUT that
also brings the point of mechanics, resetting themself in the dungeon, nice to know progress resets when i go out, save, restock,
come back, and progress is lost. Wait a while on this.. It definitely had that old timey game feel. The art is very good and the
music is quite nice.. Classic, simple retro RPG, with little to note Well, to the games credit, it also has some bits of character
sprinkled on top, such as the fact that no one dies in the game. Instead, they surrunder and leave you. Sometimes, they come
back and give you money or loot, as opposed to you just killing them asd snatching your loot off their dead bodies. By saying
Retro, I mean, it's retro in every sense. it even dialog is beyond simplistic and straitforward, with random people regularly just
giving you hints strait away. I actually like this. Just basic adventure RPG gameplay with no strings attached, where the combat
system is very simple.

Update 13 : Game changes:. Knights of Tartarus will Release on April 19 - New Gameplay Trailer :. Version 0.9.1E : Bug
Fixes:. Update 10.17 : Features: -Mac and Linux Build. -Crafting Gameplay changes: -You gain normal amounts of exp even if
you are 7 levels above the foe's level (it was 5 before). -Items were reworked and you can craft 95% pct of all items using
crafting materials that are dropped by monsters. Quality of Life: -HP bars on defeated enemies. -Exit game and quit to Title
Screen options included in menus. Gameplay Fixes: -Players get trapped in dungeon areas to prevent wandering. - Key abilities
are now key items and now display a proper icon. -NPC show players about keyboard controls. -You can discard items. Minor
bugs: -Menu selection bug after entering the equip menu. -Earth Tartarus wall collision bug. -Thunder claw red line bug.
-Ladder on Earth Tartarus bug. -Earth Tartarus lamp room not resetting. -Mana Cost cost preview not taking into account Mage
upgrades fixed.. Update 13.1 : Hotfixes:. Version 0.9.1D : Quality of Life:. Knights of Tartarus full release next Friday, April
19. : The final touches are being placed on Knights of Tartarus before release next week. Many have asked me if I will keep
making updates for the game after release day. The answer is yes, the game will receive updates every now and then. Currently,
I'm trying to get the game localized in a couple of languages and I need all the help I could get. Last but not least, I would like to
thank all of you who have played, followed, reviewed and or take the time to report a bug. All your input has helped a bunch, I
seriously couldn't have done it without you all.. Update 11.0 : Map Changes:. Update 13.3 : Hotfixes:. Update 17.4 : Game
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Changes Meteorite Cost lowered: 300G > 75G Charon buffed: AI changed, HP 260 > 300 Ending Scene changed. Bug Fixes:
Leather shield icon displaying incorrectly. Stats screen showing a red line (one of the icons). Grammatical errors and typos.
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